
Atomic Energy Central School No.3, Rawatbhata 

Lesson4-Alice in wonderland  

Module: 1   

Summary: 

Alice is sitting with her sister outdoors when she spies a White Rabbit with a 

pocket watch. Fascinated by the sight, she follows the rabbit down the hole. 

She falls for a long time, and finds herself in a long hallway full of doors. There 

is also a key on the table, which unlocks a tiny door; through this door, she saw 

a beautiful garden. She wanted to get there, but the door is too small.  

New words:  

1) Scamper: to move in a hurry  

    The cats scamper after seeing the mouse.  

    People scamper while catching their train. 

2) Hurried: to rush  

   My grandparents hurried to the hospital.  

   I ate a hurried breakfast. 

3) Popped: to go somewhere without any notice  

     She popped in to see if she can help.  

     My teacher popped in the class. 

4) Disappeared: vanish / cannot be seen 

    The tiger disappeared into the trees.  

   The tension had completely disappeared. 

5) Whiskers: long hair on the face of animals  



   The whiskers of cats are very attractive.  

   My cat has brown whiskers.  

6)Exclaimed: cry out suddenly in surprise  

  She exclaimed in delight over the Christmas tree. 

 The children exclaimed with wonder when they saw the elephant 

 

Question and Answers. 

Q1. While listening to the story, what did Alice see? 
Ans. Alice saw a white rabbit while she was listening to the story. 

Q2. What was different about the rabbit that Alice saw? 
Ans. The rabbit that Alice saw had pink eyes and was wearing a blue 
coat. He could talk like humans.  

 Q3. Where did the rabbit go? 
Ans.The rabbit jumped into a big rabbit hole and went down and down. 

Q4. How did Alice reach Wonderland? 
Ans.Alice reached Wonderland by following the white rabbit. 

Q5. What strange things did Alice see? 
Ans.Alice saw lovely garden with beds of bright flowers and cool 
fountains. 

Q6. Describe in your own words the garden that Alice saw. 
Ans.The garden that Alice saw was the most beautiful garden she had 
ever seen. It had beds of bright flowers and cool fountains. 

Q7. Draw the garden of your dreams. 
Ans. Do it yourself.  

Q8. Tick (Right) the correct answer. 
Ans. 



 

 

Note: Write new words their meanings, sentences and Q1 to Q8 in your 
classwork notebook. 

 

 


